Daihatsu fourtrak

Drive along any country lane and you're bound to spot one: there's no doubt that the Daihatsu
Fourtrak is the country-dweller's favourite 4x4. The reasons are simple. This unassuming
mud-plugger is competitively priced, as tough as old boots and extremely competent in the
rough. The rather basic original model was not endowed with the most appealing road manners.
However, this problem was addressed in with the introduction of an independent suspension
system, which did wonders for its road-going ability. At the same time, the whole range
benefited from an extensive revamp and the appropriately named 'Independent' trim level was
introduced to help the Fourtrak appeal to a wider audience. The ruggedness, which was the
biggest appeal of the original, is still there though. The Fourtrak will seat the family, carry the
odd chest of drawers and sail through a ploughed field as well as whisk you down to the local
wine bar on a Friday night. Models Covered: First generation Fourtrak - 2. Second generation
Fourtrak - 2. Third generation Fourtrak - to date 2. The first Fourtraks arrived in the UK way back
in and offered basic off-road petrol and diesel-powered transport in short wheelbase three-door
form. For a few years they were joined by Soft Top versions, but the derivatives we're looking at
here are the sturdy yet stylish Estates. In , all models were treated to uprated brakes, exhausts
and transmissions. A year later the range was revised again and all models gained restyled
bodywork, extended wheel arches, bigger bumpers and little luxuries such as electric windows
and central locking. A 90bhp 2. The most significant changes didn't occur until a year later
though. Early models had a harsh ride caused by their old-fashioned leaf sprung suspension,
and this was addressed in with the a new suspension set-up. The same year saw the
introduction of a pair of seven-seater versions, the 2. Later revisions improved noise and
vibration, and safety has been a priority too. The car looks more aggressive than it did when it
was originally launched. Later versions are some mm wider than their predecessors and boast
wider wheelarches as well as sleeker bumpers and a revised grille. Inside, there's a
user-friendly instrument binnacle, while the driver and front seat passengers benefit from
bucket-style seats with integral head restraints. All the latest Fourtrak models come with power
steering, selectable two or four-wheel drive and an immobiliser security system. Inside, the cars
are fitted with a substantial rear roll-over bar which provides mountings for three-point
inertia-reel seat belts for rear seat passengers. There are also two rather uncomfortable
occasional seats in the rear in the long wheelbase models to increase the carrying capacity to
seven. This runs to electric windows, central locking, a four-speaker stereo, an adjustable
steering column and additional instrumentation. If you want more, the Fourtrak TDX has
colour-coded wheelarch extensions and unique alloy wheels. If you choose a model that's fitted
with the torquey 2. Please fill in the form here for an exact up-to-date information. These
capable workhorses are likely to be used for serious off-roading, so it's advisable to check the
bodywork, suspension and chassis for damage. Particular areas that need attention are
differentials, gearbox and engine. Faulty or damaged turbos can be expensive to repair, so have
the engine checked out by an expert if you're unsure. Parts prices are relatively low for an
Oriental make. All these prices exclude VAT. As already mentioned, post cars are better
on-road. That said, don't expect car-like manners: the ride is still rather bouncy on the tarmac.
Off-road it's a different matter though: the Fourtrak is one of the most capable small 4x4s
around with good ground clearance. It will clamber up a rocky outcrop almost as well as a
mountain goat, or even wade through a raging river. If all this sounds a little too extreme for
your needs, don't worry: the Fourtrak is just as good at getting you safely off a waterlogged
school playing field. The 2. All in all, they provide a good, affordable alternative to a Land Rover.
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engine sizes, specifications, and colours of a Daihatsu Fourtrak for sale at a reasonable price.
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and the Daihatsu Fourtrak cars provide you with this opportunity. Engine options for a low-cost,
pre-owned Daihatsu Fourtrak car The available engines for a Daihatsu Fourtrak include the
Toyota 2. Specifications of the stylish Daihatsu Fourtrak cars The specifications of the big
Daihatsu Fourtraks include: Wheelbase: The range is 2. See the manufacturer site for details.
Measurements: They measure 3. Transmission: There are four- and five-speed manual
transmissions. Drive train: Choose rear- or four-wheel drive. Curb weight: The range is 1, to 1,
kilogrammes. Trim levels and design updates for the affordable Daihatsu Fourtraks The trim
levels and design updates between model years for the Daihatsu Fourtrak include: Rugger
Wagon: This model year update featured accommodation for up to eight passengers, with
bench seats facing each other in the back. How do you choose the right cheap Daihatsu
Fourtrak? When you're shopping for a gently used Daihatsu Fourtrak, consider its: Model year:
The range is to Colour: The options include blue, green, grey, burgundy, and multicoloured
paint jobs. Body type: Select estate, off-road, or sport utility vehicle. Interior options: There are
power-assisted steering and tilt steering wheels available. Accessories: They may have a roll
bar or trailer hitch attached. It has also received a series of different names elsewhere, which is
why it is often referred to by its model designation F70 for diesel variants or F80 for petrol
variants to distinguish it from its various siblings. Dimensionally it was very similar to the short
wheelbase variants of the Isuzu Trooper , Toyota Land Cruiser , Mitsubishi Pajero , and Nissan
Patrol , although unlike most competitors the Rugger could seat five rather than four. There
were no four-door models, excepting those developed by Daihatsu's Indonesian subsidiary who
also used an even longer wheelbase. There was a softtop model, a hardtop, a wagon, the long
wheelbase version with a higher roof, as well as a rarely seen pickup truck on the longer
chassis. The extended variant, called Rugger Wagon, could carry up to eight people in the back,
facing each other. Three engine options were available: a Toyota 2. The turbodiesel appeared
early in The â€” diesel models were available in short wheelbase F70, long wheelbase F75 and
F77 pickup. In , the DL-series diesel engine underwent a number of changes including a timing
belt replacing helical timing gears, rectangular headlamps and four-wheel drive engagement in
high range using an electric switch via a vacuum pipe. The code for the naturally aspirated
model changed from DL41 to DL In Indonesia, the F70 model was built with a variety of names
including Taft GT short wheelbase , Rocky F75 long wheelbase and Hiline from mostly
rear-wheel drive models, F69 model designation. The GTL, first shown in and later with the
addition of "Hiline" badging, had a locally developed five-door station wagon body which was
built on a longer wheelbase than available elsewhere. The rear doors had sliding rather than
wind-down windows. The Hiline GTL was also available in four-wheel drive option. All
Indonesian-built F70s received the 2. The second model was introduced in and became
available for export the following year. The redesign, including a new dashboard, was carried
out by Bertone , who also got to develop their own luxurious version to be sold in certain
European markets. The spare tire was mounted somewhat lower, improving rear vision, and on
left-hand-drive models the spare was finally moved to the right. Still, the model was considered
too rustic, still not possessing rear doors in the long wheelbase model, and Daihatsu declined
to replace it, concentrating instead on their smaller automobiles after F70 production ended in
Called Fourtrak in the UK, there were three basic models, albeit with subtle marketing variations
over time, all with the 2. The shorter wheelbase 'TDS', identified by having a low level roof from
front to rear, designated F73, available with or without rear side windows, with or without rear
seats - with being "Passenger", without being "Commercial";. The longer wheelbase by mm, As
before, passenger or commercial. Having gained the independent suspension, both of these
models had wider steel wings than their leaf-sprung predecessor, with the arches flared to
accommodate the extra width. As standard they had 6" wide steel wheels 15" dia. A TDX is mm
4" wider at the arches than a TDL, not allowing for the door mirrors, and can be identified by
there being a seam seal over the top of the arches. Initially just tagged "Independent" by decals,
to differentiate from the earlier leafer type, the TDL Commercial later became the "Fieldman".
Pictures to follow. Marketing variants of the TDX appeared over time, notably "Anjou" a metallic
red with silver decals and "Riviera" metallic turquoise, air conditioning. As before, there was a
longer, five-door version as well as a pickup truck available in addition to the three-door models

sold elsewhere. The rear-wheel drive petrol-engined version, called Feroza not to be confused
with its smaller, unrelated Fseries sibling which is never sold in Indonesia was introduced in
The post-facelift F70s with a five-door body received new bodywork from the B-pillar back, with
proper wind-down windows in the rear doors. The 1. The last Indonesian-built Taft model was
made in The first Freeclimber is a well-equipped, high-end deluxe luxury car off-roader
produced from to In France, where only the diesel was available, the importer Chardonnet
offered an even more luxurious version. Named after a perfume by Nicolas de Barry it was
called "Blue Lagoon", and was available with either Alcantara or leather interior. From
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